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.  Everything at a time schedule
.  Patience
.  Learn how to race pigeons
.  Never force anything
.  Watch your birds carefully
.  Watch the balance, the wing, the head, and the feathers
There is no doubt that this is a great lifelong hobby for all the family.
I would like to thank the Janssen Brothers on behalf of all the fanciers that will 
read this article for the way they cooperated in order that I could make this 
report. Since we know them already for years, they have given their best as 
friends to us. In spite of all the fame they have, they managed to stay the same 
people they always were.
A special word of gratitude to Mr. Bol de Bruyn and his brother, Wim, who 
always accompanied me to Reusel.
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The pigeons were raced in the club as well in the region. Many fanciers, be-
ing envious, were happy to not have them as competitors. The result of it was 
that the Janssen Brothers were suspended in 1954. That was a hard judgment 
against them. They were punished just because their birds were too fast.
During the years 1960 to 1970, the cracks were born that are still in the pedi-
grees of the Janssen birds nowadays, the “Merckx”, “Raket”, “Scherpe”, 
“Geeloger”, “019”, etc., pigeons that won an enormous amount of first prizes. 




that are in top condition are good enough to be shipped,” Louis said. “That’s 
why we win such a high percentage of prizes.”
The best racers now are the “Kleine Blauwe”, “Wittikske”, “Grote en Kleine 
van de Vos”, the two “Blauwkes”, “Zoon van de Grote”, “Stier”, “Vuil Blauw”, 
“Licht van de 019”, “De Afgekeurde”, and “Blauw van den Afgekeurde”. “De 
Afgekeurde” became his name because he strayed in somewhere. The brothers 
don’t like this. They wanted to eliminate him, but decided to give him another 
opportunity right after this the bird won a first in warm weather with a head-
wind, and they decided in his favour.
Tips for Starters
The Janssen Brothers advise the following things.
.  A very dry loft with a lot of fresh air.
.  A good family of pigeons
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During the feeding, they touch all the birds, one by one, so that they get used to 
the hands of the fancier. They also try to get the birds to eat out of their hands 
for the same reason. Another thing that they do is talk to the birds constantly. 
The Janssen birds are so tame that they fly on the shoulders of their bosses 
and pick their ears. The brothers dislike shy birds. It is a joy to go to the birds 
because you can see that they like their bosses. When you see the brothers take 
care of the birds you notice immediately that they love their birds.
The birds are allowed to loft fly until twice per day until the races begin. After 




They like to race youngbirds on the nest. As soon as they notice that there 
is a pair, they put a nestbowl right on the spot where the birds like to build a 
nest. If youngbirds are raced on the nest, they simply have to perform well. 
If not, they won’t be there the next season. They say that youngbirds can also 
perform very well on the perch. After the races, the birds have to moult very 
quickly. Late-breds don’t have to go entirely through the moult. As regards 
keeping a youngbird that isn’t raced, the brothers say that they hardly ever do 
so-the exception being only when a very good pair is getting old and they are 
afraid they will stop breeding. Then they keep one or two youngsters from that 
pair in order to save the family line.
Tip: Keep your eyes open in the youngbird section. For instance, when a 
youngbird chooses a very high perch, also give it a high nestbox as a yearling. 
They will pay you back in performing very well.
The Training of the Birds
Loft flying should be given every day at the same time. The birds stay in when 
there’s fog, heavy rain, and snow. Long ago, they trained the birds very often. 
Charel brought them away by bike 20 km and Adriaan watched them coming 
home. Nowadays, the young- and the oldbirds are only trained three times 
before they are shipped for the training tosses of the club. Pigeons that are 
trained later in the season they ship at all kinds of clubs in the neighbourhood 
where they have training tosses all the time.
Tip: Charles thinks it is very important that the birds are watched when they 
come home from a training toss in order to get them used to going in very 
quick after landing. If you can’t watch them coming, put some food for them 
as soon as they arrive.
We Asked the Brothers a Lot of Questions
Do you ever give your birds pellets?
The birds have to stay healthy with normal food. They are not pigs.
What do you think about fanciers that never clean their lofts or put peastraw 
on the floor?
That is no way of keeping pigeons. Again pigeons are not pigs.
Why don’t you race long distance?




and fourth in the club. “De Scherpen” we shipped to Montargis and Bordeaux 
(800 km) and he won two times first. Then the gossip was over. After that, we 
decided only to ship for the short and middle distances. That’s what we like.
Are there any real breeding pairs?
Pairs that give good birds are not rare, but pairs that give real superbirds are 
very seldom found. Whenever you breed a superbird, this pair is already a very 
good breeding pair.
Do you have any prisoners?
No, and we never will, because we think a bird must be able to loft fly.
Did you do any polygamous breeding with your “Stier”?
No, we never did that. The bird “Stier” (means bull) was given to him because 
he was such a strong bird.
Do you give any injection in order to make the bird fertile longer?
No, over is over. Besides that, we think older pigeons should give their places 
to younger ones. The “019” will probably die here.
What is it that you like the most in pigeon-sport?
To watch the birds coming home from a race and see the youngbirds grow in 
the nests.
How long will you continue racing pigeons?
As long as we can walk and climb the stairs to the loft.
How do you manage to get along with all these people that visit here?
Well, we are used to that. Taking care of the birds is always first in line.
Race Results Over 75 Years!
For 75 years the Janssen Bothers have won top prizes in the races. They have 
never advertised. It’s the race results that took care of the advertising. We want 
the readers to realize that Jef, Charel, and Louis together have a combined 
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Louis is taking care of the widowhood hens. The way of feeding is the same 
as for the cocks. The hens are locked up for three months in a box at night on 
the days they are in the aviary. Only when it’s good weather are they allowed 
to go in there. A hen only is good for widowhood during three or four seasons; 
after that, the love for the cocks is gone and the interest for the cock isn’t there 
anymore. In order to get used as a breeding hen later on, they advise to keep 
a hen no longer than two years as a widowhood hen. Double widowhood they 
never tried so far.
Tip: Take very good care of your widowhood hens and try to keep them healthy, 
don’t treat them like they are of no use. Also watch them very carefully be-
cause they often make the prizes for the cocks, Charel says. All of a sudden 
Charel raises his finger and says, “Don’t think you can only race widowhood, 
because you cannot breed many good youngbirds if you don’t know what your 
good hens are. This way you end up as just a fancier.” It’s for you to decide!
The Youngbirds
When the youngbirds are weaned they stay for one day at the youngbird sec-
tion to get used to it. The next day they are put outside on the landing board, 
in order to have a good look around as soon as possible. This is done daily, 
as they think this way they will lose less pigeons from the loft. When the 
youngbirds are too old before they get weaned, they often are lost from the 




13.00 to 16.00 hours.
The brothers breed for themselves sixteen winter-bred and fourteen summer-
bred youngsters. All the birds are weaned in the same section that is 2.5 x 
2 meters. The brothers don’t think that it’s the most ideal, putting different 
rounds together, but they have no alternative because of a lack of room. When 
the summer-breds are weaned they get extra food when the winter-breds are 
outside for exercise. They also have a problem when the winter-breds take the 
summer-breds with them to fly away when the summer-breds have just flown 
a few rounds around the loft. And when it is warm weather, Charel says that 
there is more chance that the summer-breds get sick.
The youngbirds get the same mixture as the nestbirds, only the corn is re-
placed by popcorn and very small French corn. This is only for the first weeks 
so that the youngbirds learn quickly to eat the corn. It is very important that 
the youngbirds eat all the grains.
They give special care to the youngbirds because they are the future of the loft. 
Besides that, they try, through contact with the birds, to develop a friendship 
with the birds that will endure rest of their lives. The youngbirds are trained 
to come in with a referee whistle so that they rush in as soon as they hear the 
sound of it. Always when they feed the birds this whistle is used. This way 
they also call the birds in when they return from a race. It’s Jef that can whistle 
the best. “You have to be good to do it the way Jef does,” Charel says. “Our Jef 
can whistle the same way as our brother Jan did a long time ago.”
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younger than six days. The longer the hens are in the baskets the less chance 
you have to win a good prize. The results of hens are better when they are 
liberated early in the morning. Hens feel that they don’t have to sit on the nest 
later in the day. Hens that go to the fields when they feed youngsters are locked 
up in their nestboxes. This is also to prevent them from taking other birds to 
the fields. Nestbirds can also make excellent widowhood cocks. The yearlings 
are very sharp on their nest. On the second and third nest you have to try to 
make them more motivated by giving them special care.
The Widowhood Cocks
These are let out twice a day (at 7.00 and at 18.00 hours). In the morning they 
always get a little bit of small seeds. In the evening they get the race-mixture. 






habit. The widowers all raise one youngster in the spring, and after ten days of 
breeding on the second round, they go on widowhood. All the hens are taken 
away the same time, also when they’re only breeding for a few days. The loft 
sections are situated directly above the nestbird and youngbird sections. On 
my question if this isn’t a disadvantage, they don’t answer. This is like it al-
ways was, so it doesn’t matter.
During the cleaning of the sections and when there are visitors, they don’t 
worry about disturbing the widowers. They’re used to that, so it’s not a prob-
lem. Charel says it’s a fairy tale that you’re not allowed to disturb the widow-
ers. He goes to the widowhood sections three times a day and spends just as 
much time there as with the other birds. “Also when I walk to the nestbirds 
they hear me, and to the youngbirds the same. And I’m not very quiet when I 
go to the birds, so they are disturbed many times,” Charles says.
At our question how widowers show their form, Charles thinks every bird has 
his own way of showing. You just have to know them very well. “Our ‘Schal-
lyblauw’ was always sitting on the landing board, while the ‘Lichte’ always 
practiced landing manoeuvres on the roof. When you expected him to land, he 
just flew away again.”
Widowhood cocks always fly in a flock. The yearlings are put in the free nest-
boxes in the fall as early as possible. Before shipping they put the nestbowls 
in. The old widowers are not shown their hens and put in the basket first. After 
that they show the hens to the yearlings. When the hens are laying down in 
the nestbowls the cocks are taken and put into the basket. At the Janssen loft 
there are no big windows the birds can fly in, so they have to get in through 
the landing board. After the race, they’re locked up with their hens and can 
stay together for half an hour. If it was a bad race they stay longer. The birds 
that get home later or the next day also get to see their hens. In that case, the 
other cocks are locked up in their nestboxes. As soon as the hens are away, 
they put a curtain in front of the windows that is put away in the evening. The 
widowers are sitting free in the section the whole week. Widowers that are 
not shipped are not allowed to see their hens. The boxes of the other cocks are 
closed, of course.
Widowers can easily do two races in one week. You don’t bring them out of 
their rhythm. Every cock has his own strange behaviour. One is very quiet, 
and the other is very busy. Important is indeed that the cocks must keep their 
nestboxes under all circumstances. If one is thrown out of his nestbox, you’d 
better take him from the loft. The cocks stay on widowhood for three months; 
after that period of time they raise one youngster. Very often they race the 
former widowers a few times in the autumn. This can do no harm to them. 
According to the Janssen Brothers, a former widower can easily be a nestbird 
after; it doesn’t do harm to it. They also never had problems with nestbirds ar-
riving at the same time as widowers. They both go as quickly as possible into 
their own sections. When a widower is racing very well, you should give him 
the same hen next season.
The Widowhood Hens
The hens play a major part in the success of their partners, according to Charles. 
The hen must be very much in love with her cock. When some hens are not, 
they try to get the cocks very angry. They never show him another hen. After 
showing the hens they go immediately back to their section. Right before the 
return of the cocks, the hens are locked up with a nestbowl in half the box.
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The Feeding
The feeding of the birds is by far the most important part. Most of the fanciers 
give their birds too much food. It is extremely important to feed the birds in a 
way that they always have their ideal weight. Their feeding-schedule for the 
short- and middle-distance races is as follows: On Monday and Tuesday, very 
light grains; after that, bit by bit, some more energy in the food; and on Sat-
urday morning only small seeds. Charel gives an extra tip by telling that you 
must be sure birds, when shipped, do not have too much food, otherwise they 
get thirsty in the basket. The Janssen Brothers mix their own food; all kinds 
of grains stay separated in bags in the attic, and daily they turn it by mixing it 
with a stick. The feeding time is adapted to the season. According to the Jans-
sens, it’s not important if you feed them at daylight or with electric light, but 
for them, they stay with nature as long as they can. Important, however, is that 





The well is, as you have read, the secret weapon for the pigeons. The pigeons 
always get this water, and one time a week also as bathing water. In the bath-
water is always a big spoon of salt. At first they gave Aviol in the drinking 
water, but later on they stopped that. The whole year long, the pigeons get on 
Sunday honey in the drinking water. Once a week they give carrots cut in very 
little pieces; other vegetables they never give. In all the sections the pigeons 
can eat Vitamineral as much as they want, also grit with a spoon of salt mixed 
in. Pickstone they also give, but never on the day of shipping because other-
wise the birds would get thirsty in the basket.
The Nestbirds
They are let out for loft flying three times a day:  At 7.30 in the morning, 
12.00, and 17.00 hours. This is done in order to give both the hens and cocks 
an opportunity to loft fly. In the past, they let the birds out all day, but now it’s 
too dangerous because of the poison on the fields. In the morning when they 
are called in, they get a little bit of small seed. At lunchtime they get a little 
bit of flying mixture, and in the evening they get as much as they want until 
a few birds go to the drinker. The nestbirds get fed in their own nestboxes. 
This is because some of the pigeons get fat very quickly and this way you can 
control this tendency. When the birds just have youngbirds in the nest they 
get more barley in their mixture. After a few days this is changed into wheat. 
In the spring they wean the youngbirds at four weeks of age, in the summer 
already after three weeks. The breeding pigeons are sitting in the darker half 
of the nestbox. This makes them more quiet and protects them against cold 
and draft. They take particular care to watch the health of the nestbirds and 
also the vitality.
The hens are shipped the most. As long as the cock isn’t chasing too much, 
they are shipped. The best nest position of a cock is, according to them, when 
he’s chasing the hen. For the hens the best position is a youngster of eight to 
ten days. All the nestbirds raise only one youngster while racing. Very impor-
tant is that the pigeons that raise youngsters keep looking very healthy. The 
feathers must look silky and feel like that. Special signs that nestbirds are in 
excellent conditions are:
.  When they rarely leave the nest
.  When they defend the nestbox when the fancier gets near to it
.  When at feeding time they only take a few grains very quickly and then hurry 
back to the nest
.  When pigeons show behaviours that they never do normally
At our question as to whether a nestcock later on can be a good widower, they 
answer in the affirmative. They often see that yearlings that are raced on the 
nest the first year are the next year often their best widowers. A nestbird can 
even be used as a widower after three or four years. They still don’t like to talk 
about making birds excited or do tricks with them. One of the nicest stories 
we’ve ever heard is that on the day of shipping a hen was lying dead on the 
floor. The brothers saw it and decided to lay her in her own nestbox in front of 
the cock. After that he was shipped and won first prize that race. “You had to 
see him arrive,” Louis said.





when a nestbird is in excellent condition it stays for at least fourteen days. But 
the fancier has to make sure that the birds do not get overweight and are not 
forced to do things they can’t do. The eyes of the fancier are very important 
in such cases.
Tips: During very warm periods it’s not wise to race hens that have young-
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.  A short backwing
.  The primaries not too wide
.  The last three primaries, if possible, the same length
.  A small tail




ing-nephew to niece seems the best mating. That’s how we got the best results. 
The following things we tried never to do:  Never mate two big birds together, 
otherwise you get chickens. Never mate small pigeons together, or pigeons 
both of whom have deep keels. Also, never mate pigeons together with so 
called white eyes. As far as we are concerned, the vitality and the colour must 
stay in the eyes, especially with pearl-eyed pigeons, one must provide to breed 
the colour out of the eyes.”
The matings in Arendonk are agreed to by the brothers after long conversa-
tions. The long winter nights are super for this kind of pigeon talk. The cocks 
usually keep their own nestboxes. If a hen is racing very well, she also keeps 
her own nestbox. As soon as a cock, after feeding youngsters, starts showing 
new interest in his hen, they put an extra nestbowl in the box. The material 





to be present when something goes wrong. As soon as the eggs are laid, the 
brothers are already curious to know what the colour of the youngbirds later 
on will be. The colour of the feathers at the Janssen lofts shows a lot of variety. 
You see dark and light chequers, blues, reds, schally’s, and pigeons with one 
or more white primaries.
To my question if white feathers were a sign of strength the brothers start 
laughing, “You must know better, good ones and bad ones come in all colours. 
It’s just a matter of taste for us.”
As far as the “Vossen” are concerned, they have to be red. Though they don’t 




.  January 22nd - 13 nest pairs
.  February 12th - 14 widowhood pairs
Altogether the brothers have 35 pairs of oldbirds. The pairs stay almost nine 
months together; during the season they never change the pairs. End of Octo-
ber, they separate the birds.
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This blue hen was mated with the “Schalieblauw”. It was an extremely good 
pair. Birds bred from this pair were mostly light chequers with pearl eyes, as 
the “Oude Grote” and the “Jonge Witoger”. The brothers said that these birds 
had beautiful bodies, silky feather, and a very tough character.
“Jonge Witoger” x “Dochter van De Aap”
Later, Fons got himself a daughter from the famous “Aap” of Schoeters. She 
was mated to the “Jonge Witoger”. The first two youngsters from this pair 
didn’t show much potential for the future. One got lost from the roof and the 
other one was lost in training. But the youngbirds from the later rounds were 
all very good. They were all beautiful bodied chequers with beautiful pearl 
eyes. Their racing and breeding qualities, more importantly, were the deciding 
factors.
The Janssen pigeons nowadays are still descendants of these pigeons. They 
were crossed with the “Vossen”, those from “Oude Vos” from Louis and off 
“Vos van ‘26”, which was still direct from Ceulemans.





This crack is the offspring of the well-known “Vossenline”. His father was 
“Vos van ‘49”. The name “Bange” is not because he was shy, but because of 
the fact that when he got home from a race, he stayed for a couple of minutes 
on the landing board in order to have a nice view of the neighbourhood.
The “Bange van ‘51” is the keybird from which the pigeons descend that be-
came famous in the later years. These pigeons were “De Scherpen”, the “Oude 
Merckx”, the “019”, “Jonge Merckx”, and the “Geeloger”.
The “Halve Fabry”
One day, Louis relates how Mr. Viktor Fabry came to their home to purchase 
a cock. The bird was called “De Trage”, a son of “De Witoger”. Fabry wanted 
to mate “De Trage” to a daughter off his famous “Portois”. He promised us a 
youngbird from this pair. A little more than a year later we found a box in the 
kitchen with a little youngster in it. After some time, the brothers remembered 
the promise Mr. Fabry had made to send a youngbird from the crossed pair. 
It was a normal rather than an outstanding kind of youngbird, and after a few 
training tosses the brothers decided to send it to Quievrain (100 km). The 
weather was not good and when all the birds were home the “Halve Fabry” 
was still missing. After a few hours, the brothers found him in the backyard 
with a full crop of grains that had been gathered by him in the field. “De Halve 
Fabry” won as youngbird, but nothing really special; still, in this his year of 






His offspring were crossed into the Janssens.
Louis and Charel were very modest, indicating that they had a lot of luck. Yes, 
we agree that the good ones are rare. However, I think the Janssen Brothers 
also created their own luck. They were never satisfied with anything less than 
the best and they sought to achieve this in all that they did.
 
The Mating
Before we go to this very important part of pigeon game, we asked the broth-
ers what qualities they consider as important for a good pigeon to have. They 
say that the important things are:
.  The balance of a bird
.  A strong back
.  Silky feathers
.  Strong vents
.  A strong eye
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about their family of birds:
The “Oude Vos”
In the year 1919, Fons got himself a blue cock from a man called Ceulemans 
from Berlaar. This man was already an old man at that time. The youngbirds 
out of that cock were doing very well. Louis, at that time a very young little 
fancier, got the “Oude Vos” for himself when the pigeon was three times as 
old as he was-the bird was already 19 years old. Louis made himself a nestbox 
that he placed on top of the toilet situated in the backyard. The “Oude Vos” 
was very happy in that box and Louis saw that a suitable young hen called 
“Jong Voske” was made available to him. This young hen was very much in 
love with his cock. The young hen had won the second prize the day before in 
the race and Louis tried to make her get into the nestbox on top of the toilet. 
After some time he succeeded and was already dreaming of the pair making 
love to each other in his own “loft”. But when he looked a few hours later, he 
saw that the old cock didn’t like the hen at all and he had pecked her head so 
that it was all covered with blood. You can understand how this gave him big 
problems with the rest of the family.
Around that time, Fons Janssen became friends with Mister Schoeters from 
Herenthout, and later got himself the so-called “Oude Duifke van ‘25”.
The “Tamme”
In 1920, both Adriaan and Charel were also very enthusiastic fanciers. They 
both had a small section for themselves; one that had been a former chicken-
loft, Charles told me. Our Jaan had his “Tamme” that was sitting always on 
the hedge. Jaan only had to put his hand on the hedge and “De Tamme” im-
mediately sat on it.
The “Lichte”
After sitting together, they all agreed to put the “Tamme” together with the 
“Schoon Voske” from Charel. He bred from this pair two beautiful light che-
quers with pearl eyes. The oldest brother, Frans, liked these youngbirds very 
much and was willing to pay five Belgium francs for them (approx 25 cents). 
Brother Fons saw the disappointment in Charel’s eyes and offered him 30 




Charel, but when Fons brought the race-results as a proof, they all were con-
vinced and could not believe what they were seeing. Charel was as proud as 
anyone could be! Fons had his heart in the right place and gave the bird back 
to his brothers. Later, when broken to the loft, the brothers raced him.
One day the “Lichte” was shipped again, as Adriaan believed him to be in 
super shape. That Sunday, the race was delayed because of bad weather. On 
Monday, they let the birds go and Fons decided to come and watch the birds 
together with his brothers because there was a strong headwind, and according 
to him this was the best weather for the “Lichte”. The pigeons flew, according 
to Fons, longer than you might expect. After he saw his brothers clock a few 
other birds, he shouted, “None of mine home yet!” His brothers started laugh-
ing and said: “My dear Fons, you know nothing about pigeons, because you 
were late yourself and the bird was already clocked before you arrived.” The 
“Lichte” that day won first prize, ten minutes ahead.
The next winter, the neighbours built a new wall. All of a sudden, a big shelf 
fell down and mother Pauline saw a bird that was scared and raced away. In 
the evening, the whole family was in a state of panic! The “Lichte” was gone. 
He was still sitting on the nest at 16.00 hours, Charel said. Mother Pauline told 
them what she had seen. Two years later, the “Lichte” came back without his 
band. He probably strayed in another loft and was kept as a breeder.
Also the “Blinde” of brother Frans, a full sister of the “Lichte”, achieved top 
results.
Charel at that time raced together for two years with his older brother. How-
ever, since Frans gave all the good ones away, Charel quit as he wanted to 
seriously build a strong family of birds. The brothers told me that Frans kept 
on racing by himself and had extremely good results.
The “Schalieblauw” x “Blauw Duif”
As has already been mentioned, Fons became very good friends with the 
brewer, Schoeters, from Berlaar, and he went together with his brother, Adri-
aan, to Herenthout. When they arrived, they also met Mr. Goossens, a friend of 
Mr. Schoeters. “What have you sitting there?” Adriaan asked, and pointed to a 
rabbit hutch. In it was sitting a very neglected pigeon with a lot of old feathers 
and a dirty tail. The brothers examined the bird carefully and discovered that it 
was the previous year’s late-bred, still having three old primaries. They asked 
if they could buy the bird, but Schoeters said that this bird wasn’t even worth 
keeping. Nevertheless, they bought the bird and Fons and Adriaan returned 
home satisfied. After moulting, he looked very different and was nicely built 
too; the “Schalieblauw” looked as if reborn. At an auction of Schoeters, Fons 
bought a few pigeons-amongst others, a blue hen with red around the eyes. 
She had raced very well and had won, amongst others, a first Noyon and a first 
Orleans. “As a youngbird, she was raced too many times,” Louis remembers. 
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In the backyard you immediately notice a well and a pear tree. From this well 
is drawn the natural water to fill the drinkers of the famous pigeons. Their hos-
pitality to visitors is well-known, as is also their appreciation of punctuality. 
Anyone that visits must be punctual, as well as respectful of their schedule; 
this would not change even for the King of Belgium.
The Lofts
Their lofts are as unassuming as their own home-small but efficient! Every-
thing has a use. No expensive or unwarranted materials. They are still the 
same as they were years ago-that is except for a very expensive alarm and 
security system. Charel mentioned that it was a shame that they had to use it 
nowadays.
There are four sections built on the attic. The youngbird section and the nest-
bird section are below, and above are the two sections for the widowers. As 
soon as you enter the lofts, you notice how quiet it is. All the landing boards 
are on the southwest. There are also two lofts in the backyard. One of them is 
called “De Ren”; this is where the older birds are breeding. The other one is 
built with an aviary for the widowhood hens. Notice that all the race sections 
are situated directly under the tiles that cover the roof of the house. Several 
tiles made of glass take care of providing the light inside the sections. Because 
of the fact that between the shelves from which the sections are built and 
separated there is still a lot of room; you can say that the pigeons can take 
advantage of all the air that is inside the whole attic. So fresh air is always 
there. Many times the brothers have to remove the snow out of the sections. 
There’s no need to close or open the ceiling in order to get more or less air for 
the pigeons.
“Those sections stay the same as they are, day or night, winter or summer,” 
the brothers tell us. The most important thing is to keep the sections as clean 
as possible. If that’s done seriously it’s no problem to keep the birds healthy. 
Every time you enter the lofts they are as clean as can be. No matter how 
many people visit in a day, they always clean once again before someone else 
is allowed into the lofts. The floors always look as if you could eat from them. 
Once per week they use the vacuum cleaner so that there’s no dust in the lofts, 
and besides that, they regularly take broom and brush to disinfect the lofts. 
Once every year they have the big cleaning and they brush everything with 
water and chloride. After that, all the walls are painted white again.
The Stockbirds of the Janssen Brothers
When we are sitting comfortably together having a drink, the Janssen Brothers 
start talking a bit more. Sitting in their well-known easy chairs they tell us 
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knowledge, and with the help of the majority of his family he built his own 
family of birds.
All the children had to take part and share in their father’s hobby. For instance, 
the cleaning of the lofts was done by the girls as well as the boys. Henri died 
in 1947. His wife Pauline was the head of the family until she passed away 
in 1967. She was known for her kindness and all the children loved her very 
much.
Henri, as I mentioned earlier, was only interested in racing the natural system, 
and in spite of the fact that the sons built a widowhood section, it was never 
used as long as he was alive. Henri was very much afraid that the use of the 
widowhood system would, after a few years, hurt the quality of his pigeon 
family due to the fact that he would not be able to test the race quality of the 
hens. You see many of his best birds were hens.
After Henri’s death, the sons decided to continue the life’s work of their father. 
In the meantime, some of the children were married. Those that remained di-
vided the work amongst themselves. Adriaan took care of the nestbirds and the 
youngbirds, Louis took care of the breeders, Jef did the shipping, the cleaning 
of the nestbowls, the opening of the clocks, and the care of the dog. Mother 
Pauline and Irma did the household chores and took care of all the visitors.
It was finally decided that Charel would take care of the widowers. Yes, you 









home that was built before the Second World War. As is the custom in Aren-
donk, the entrance to the Janssen home is a small door around the back.
The Janssen Brothers are down-to-earth, honest men that remained faithful 
to the fashion in which they had been brought up. These were people who 
worked hard in the cigar-factory until they could retire on a pension. Inside 
their home, everything is honest and down-to-earth; the pictures of their par-
ents and of their brothers and sisters are all in their own places. They have a 
little dog that barks very loudly at every stranger who enters their home. This 
is not the average residence of famous men, but rather the residence of very 
good and unpretentious people.
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The Most Famous Pigeon Fanciers in the World: The Janssen Brothers of 
Arendonk, Belgium
by Henk van Limpt-De Prut of Reusel, Holland
translated by Joop Ekstijn and edited by Silvio Mattacchione
Arendonk, a little village in the Belgium province of De Kempen, became 
famous for thousands of pigeon fanciers around the world. And perhaps the 
name Arendonk is still known by a few cyclist fans that remember the name 
of Rik van Steenbergen, a three-time world champion cyclist much admired 
by the Janssen Brothers. But we all know the difference between being world 
famous because of cycling and being world famous because of pigeons! Very 
few pigeon fanciers will remember Rik van Steenbergen the cyclist , but the 
Janssens will be remembered for generations.
The Janssens didn’t only make history because of the performances of their 
pigeons in the races, but even more for what their birds achieved as breeders 
for the thousands of fanciers that could eventually acquire a few specimens of 
this family of birds. All over the world you will find their birds, and there is no 
other loft that has been as important for the development of the modern racing 
pigeon as the Janssen loft. Thanks are due to my kind and good friends, the 
Janssen Brothers, for allowing me to visit them so many times so that I would 
be able to prepare this exclusive report. The Janssen Brothers wish for all the 
fanciers reading this report a lot of joy and a sincere hope that they may garner 




that time better known under the name Driekske De Paauw.
Henri married Pauline, who was born in 1877. They both worked very hard 
all their lives. Their marriage produced nine children, seven were boys and 
two were girls. Their names were Fons, Frans, Jef, Vic, Irma, Adriaan, Charel, 
Marie, and Louis.
Henri was one of the original fanciers that founded the pigeon club in Aren-
donk. He was a top fancier right from the very beginning. In the period from 
1908 until 1914, he had very famous Ace Pigeons such as “Het Blauwtje” with 
twenty firsts. Already at that time he won some bicycles in the races.
Henri was a quiet man who loved nature, and everything that had to do with 
pigeons had to do with nature. Because of that, he was an enemy of winter 
breeding and also of the widowhood system. All these tricky things made him 
angry. With an endless amount of love and care, Henri used his eyes and his 
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The Most Famous 
Pigeon Fanciers in the World: 
The Janssen Brothers 
of Arendonk, Belgium 
by Henk van Limpt-De Prut of Reusel, Holland
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Fig 18. The London Sterescopic & Photographic Company souvenir.
Envoi
The success of the pigeon post, both for official and for private messages, did 
not pass unnoticed by the military forces of the European powers and in the 
years that followed the Franco-Prussian War pigeon sections were established 
in their armies. The advent of wireless communication led to a diminution of 
their employment although in certain particular applications Pigeons provided 
the only method of communication. But never again were pigeons called upon 
to perform such a great public service as that which they had maintained dur-
ing the siege of Paris.
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Bartholdi monument; donors of from 5 to 20 francs received a souvenir sheet 
240 mm by 160 mm with the simulacre in the centre around which was the in-
scription "La poste par pigeons voyageurs - spécimen identique aux pellicules 
du siège contenant la valeur d'une page de journal". Donors of from 20 to 100 
francs also received a copy, together with an engraving of the monument. This 
late reprint of his pellicule would have pleased Dagron who had died in Paris 
on 13th June 1900 at the age of 81.
 
Fig 17. The Dagron simulacre.
It is not known whether Dagron fabricated other souvenir pellicules but the 
Photographic Journal of 14th December 1871 records in the Transactions of 
the Photographic Society in London that "The President proposed a vote of 
thanks to M. Dagron for his communication (On the preparation of micro-
photographic despatches on film by M. Dagron's process) and the valuable 
specimens that accompanied it." These specimens could have been additional 
souvenir pellicules or microfilms which he had kept when the service at Bor-
deaux closed.
But it is exceedingly probable that others, less so entitled, produced simula-
cres since there are currently in existence far more so-called pigeongrams than 
could have come from dismembered copies of de Lafollye's collection. The 
Parisian stamp dealer Maury is suspected of being one such producer and it is 
significant that his price list of 1894 offers microfilms at 1 franc 25 centimes 
each. Some of the glass photographic plates used either for the prints or for 
the microfilms could have been "borrowed" from official sources and more 
copies run off. There exist, for despatches originally printed on both sides of 
photographic paper, copies in which the despatches are separately printed on 
one side only, quite contrary to the purpose of this method. If an authentic 
pigeongram is defined as one produced during the war by the official service 
at Tours or Bordeaux, then a pigeongram can usually be certified as authentic 
only if it is still attached to a page from de Lafollye's collection and preferably 
if that page is still bound inside the book.
One of the best known souvenirs (Fig 18) is that produced by the London 
Stereoscopic and Photographic Company which carries the front page of "The 
Times" of 19th January 1871. On 30th January 1871 "The Times" contained a 
report that this had been sent to Gambetta at Bordeaux and thence by pigeon 
to Paris. The report has since been widely quoted in histories of the siege of 
Paris, in histories of photography, and in the "History of the Times". Recently, 
it has been argued that the story is unlikely to be true and on 4th February 
1970 "The Times" acknowledged that its report of 99 years before was prob-
ably false.
There is also a "Souvenir of the Franco-Prussian War - A pigeon despatch", 45 
mm x 35 mm, reproducing on photographic paper extracts from columns of 
"The Times" in issues between 14th and 18th November 1870.
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"Depuis que le Service des dépêches par pigeons voyageurs a été suspendu, 
je m'occupe, suivant votre intention, de la confection des pellicules photo-
graphiques qui devront former les collections administratives et à cet effet 
j'ai adressé à Mr. l'Inspecteur de Lafollye un spécimen qu'il a adopté quant à 
la dimension totale de la feuille transparente et qui reste d'ailleurs conforme 
aux types mis en usage puisqu'il est imprimé avec un des clichés qui ont servi 
la produite.
Ce spécimen plein d'intérêt ne saurait manquer d'exciter un grand sentiment 
de curiosité dans le public s'il y était connu, et je viens vous demander, Mon-
sieur le Directeur Général, de m'autoriser à en publier des simulacres conte-
nant, comme une véritable pellicule, seize pages de texte.
Les premières pages seraient précédées du titre réglementaire qui accom-
pagnait toutes les dépêches et tel qu'il était, c'est-à-dire avec votre nom qui 
demeure attaché à la creation de ce service. Elles contiendraient avec cette 
demande, les décrets traitant de la manière et les renseignements historiques 
qu'il pourrait être utile d'y joindre. Les autres pages seraient composées de 
dépêches supposées ne se rapportant à aucune de celles qui ont été véritable-
ment transmises, de manière à en respecter complètement le secret et à ne 
frossier aucun intérêt.
Je pense, Monsieur le Directeur Général, que cette petite oeuvre pourrait être 
instructive non seulement au point de vue historique mais aussi en offrant au 
public et notamment aux élèves des écoles une occasion de faire usage de mi-
croscopes et d'instruments d'optique d'ordinaire insuffisamment employés.
Je saisis cette occasion, Monsieur le Directeur Général, pour appeler votre 
attention sur ma pellicule dont la composition est bien supérieure à celle 
du papier. Là ou le papier jaunit et se décompose, cette pellicule rebelle à 
l'humidité et que l'eau même ne détériore pas, reste inaltérable. Elle est en 
cela bien supérieure à tous les parchemins."
On 8th February 1871, de Lafollye made his recommendation to Steenackers 
on Dagron's submission:
"Vous m'avez invité à vous adresser un rapport sur la demande que Mr Da-
gron photographe de l'Administration Télégraphique vous a soumise dans 
le but d'être autorisé à répandre dans le public des images photographiques 
ayant l'apparence des pellicules envoyées à Paris pendant son investissement 
au moyen des pigeons- voyageurs de l'Administration.
Bien qu'en droit la form spéciale qu'ont affectée les pellicules portant les 
dépêches confiées aux pigeons- voyageurs ne constitue pas un monopole ad-
ministratif et ne puisse être l'objet d'aucun contrôle, il m'a semblé que dès 
qu'on sollicitait votre autorisation, votre administration ne pouvait pas rester 
désintéressée et que son action devait d'exercer pour s'opposer à ce que les 
simulacres que Mr Dagron se propose de livrer au public ne puissent rien 
emprunter aux dépêches réelles et faire croire à une indiscretion.
Dans ce but, je crois qu'il serait convenable que we simulacre que Mr Dagron 
serait autorisé à réproduire portât une attestation administrative indiquant 
qu'il ne contient aucune dépêche privee. Il devrait d'ailleurs être toujours ac-
compagné de la réproduction de ce rapport auquel Mr Dagron pourrait join-
dre la notice historique annexée au premier volume de la collection.
Sous ces reserves, je pense, Monsieur le Directeur-Général, que la publication 
que desire faire Mr Dagron peut avoir pour avantage de faire connaître au 
public un des incidents du siège de Paris les plus intéressants pour l'histoire 
contemporaire et de témoigner en même temps des efforts de votre adminis-
tration pour accomplir sous votre direction la mission de conserver entre la 
France et Paris des relations si desirées et en même temps si difficiles.
Si vous voulez bien approuver les dispositions de ce rapport, j'ai l'honneur de 
vous demander de le revêtir de votre signature."
Steenackers accepted the recommendation of de Lafollye which ensured that 
their own names and deeds would be well publicised but Steenackers was 
soon to lose his post and Dagron was to have Rampont once again as his 
patron. He did produce a simulacre, with no reference to Steenackers and de 





bers were twice repeated and the whole an invention of letter-press private 
messages. This simulacre was available to the public in three ways. It was 
bound between the centre pages of a booklet written by Dagron "La Poste par 
Pigeons Voyageurs - Notice sur le voyage du ballon Le Niepce emportant M. 
Dagron et ses collaborateurs et détails sur la mission qu'ils avaient à remplir" 
printed in Paris by Typographie Lahure. It was also sold as part of a souvenir 
card 105 mm by 64 mm (Fig 17) which could be bought either from Dagron's 
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Fig 14. Post Office Notice No. 64 of 1870.
 
Fig 15. Post Office envelope.
 
Fig 16. Post Office letter-bill.
The post-war souvenirs
It has been seen that, no sooner was the armistice signed, de Lafollye com-
menced the publication of the records of his service by the issue of the collec-
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The opening of the service to the public by the decree of 4th November attract-
ed messages not only from inside France but also from outside. The decree 
had been published in the Moniteur which Lord Lyons, the British Ambassa-
dor at Tours sent to the Foreign Office which, in turn, forwarded the appropri-
ate extract to the G.P.O. on 10th November. Prior information must, however, 
already have reached England since, on 11th November Steenackers sent the 
following telegram to the "Directeur Général Postes et Télégraphes Londres"
"II m'a été demandé de Londres d'admettre des dépêches de provenance An-
glaise à la correspondance spéciale avec Paris par pigeon. J'avais refusé, 
craignant trop d'affluence en égard à l'insuffisance des moyens. L'expérience 
des premiers jours m'a fait reconnoitre que je suis disposé à admettre les 
dépêches Anglaises que vous auriez centralisées à la télégraphique Anglaise 
si vous êtes disposé vous même à le faire. Un compte spécial pour ces dépêch-
es serait ouvert à Tours et à Londres mais à raison des difficultés du service 
télégraphique actuel votre office les transmettrait par la poste à Tours à mon 
adresse avec mention "pigeons voyageurs". Les départs pour Paris ne sont 
pas assez nombreux pour qu'il puisse y avoir inconvenient à écarter l'usage 
du télégraphe. Je vous serais reconnaissant de me faire savoir si nous sommes 
d'accord et dans ce cas de donner à cet accord la publicitaire nécessaire en 
Angleterre en expliquant au public les motifs de ce changement de décision".
The G.P.O. considered this to be for the British telegraph service and passed 
the telegram on to its associate, the Submarine Telegraph Company, which 
replied on 12th November:
"La réponse à votre depeche No 5187, nous sommes disposés à faire des ar-
rangements pour la reception des dépêches pour Paris par "Pigeons Voya-
geurs" de Tours et à ouvrir un compte spécial avec votre Administration pour 
ces dépêches.
Veuillez m'informer de la taxe et des conditions auxquelles ces dépêches peu-
vent être transmises de Tours par pigeons voyageurs.
Au reçu de cette information la taxe totale entre le Royaume Uni et Paris 
pourra être convenue entre nous, de même que la proportion à en crediter votre 
Administration et cette Compagnie respectivement".
Steenackers answered by telegram on 13th November, quoting the conditions 
of the decree of 4th November and emphasising that the messages had to be 
"en français intelligible". He went on to say:
“Adressez, si nous sommes d'accord, les dépêches destinées à ce service spécial 
au Directeur Général des Télégraphes et des Postes à Tours par la voie postage 
avec la mention spéciale "Pigeons Voyageurs". A raison de l'encombrement 






vice was opened to the British public but only for letters, a decision being 
taken on 9th December that dépêches-mandats could not be handled. When, 
in January, the French internal tariff was reduced, the G.P.O. sought confirma-
tion that this applied also to messages from England; de Lafollye's affirmative 
reply was dated 30th January, the eve of the closure of the service. By then, the 
last English despatch had, on 28th January, left for France.
"The Times" had also publicised the service. Its issue of 19th November car-
ried a report from its correspondent in Tours:
"It is said that the pigeon post is gone off, with sheets of photographed mes-
sages reduced to an invisible size, and which in Paris are to be magnified, 
written out, and transmitted to their addresses. They are limited to private af-
fairs, politics and news of military operations being strictly excluded. But the 
Prussians, it is said, with their usual diabolical cunning and ingenuity, have set 
hawks and falcons flying round Paris to strike down the feathered messengers 
that bear under their wings healing for anxious souls."
In the records of the private messages is a group emanating from London on 
22nd November and being set up in type at Bordeaux on 2nd January. There 




of these English messages since a balloon letter exists which reached England 
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Elle sera suivie de la date et du numéro du mois. La premiere ligne de chaque 
point sera consacrée a cette indication comme ceci: =F.8=P.15=DP=30.XI=. 
Je vous demande de me faire accuser directement réception des feuilles que 
vous recevrez afin que je puisse connaître celles qu'il sera nécessaire de rée-
xpedier."
The sub-pages are not complete in themselves, and messages run over from 





Volume 3 also contains 100 pages. 101 to 200. In this volume, and in the three 









last to be sent by pigeon. After the closure of the pigeon post, the remaining 
messages were sent to Paris by conventional means.
 
Fig 13. Dépêches-réponses in manuscript - from the printed records.
Messages from England
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Fig 12. Private despatches - a sub-page from the printed records
The collection of the letterpress of the private despatches well illustrates how 
this section of the service developed. The first two pages (which formed the first 
despatch) (Fig 11) were headed 'Dépêches Privées Tours 8 Novembre', 'Feuille 





columns. It will be seen that the dates are not in strict concordance with the 
page numbering, an inconsistency which applies throughout and is explained 
by the fact that pages were made up in parallel and that the messages were 
inserted not always in the order in which they arrived at the printers. All these 








Tours - 30 novembre 1870. Inspecteur des Télégraphes de Lafollye à inspec-
teur général Pierret (chiffre des inspecteurs). Nous commencons aujourd'hui 
une nouvelle serie de dépêches qui seront réduites à Petal tout à fait mi-
croscopique par M.Dagron (here follow 85 blocks of numbers). Je les enverrai 
aussitôt qu'elles seront typographiées. Je vous adresserai aussi en duplicata 
la réproduction microscopique des dépêches privées photographiées depuis 
la page 11 dont nous n'avons pas reçu réception. Je ne m'explique pas que 
la page 6 ne vous soit pas parvenue. Elle doit se trouver sur une feuille qui 
contient quatre pages et au dos de la page 3. Néanmoins je vous en adresserai 
un duplicata. Pour ne pas confondre ces duplicata avec la serie nouvelle, 
J'aurai soin de placer sur le côté de chaque point microscopique l'inscription: 
DUPLICATA DE LA PAGE 6 POINT 1 ou 2, 3, ... 9. M.Dagron appelle 'point' 
une des petites images microscopiques d'un millimètre carré. Le nombre des 
points contenus dans une des pages photographiques précédentes sera de 9. 
J'aurai la precaution d'indiquer, à la fin des duplicata, que la série en est 
terminée.
Dans la nouvelle série, chaque feuille portera un numéro dont la suite sera 
indéfinie, et les points de chaque feuille, une série de numéros qui se renouvel-
lera pour chaque feuille. Afin que, si pour la lecture vous separez ces points, 
vous puissiez toujours recomposer les feuilles, chaque point portera le numéro 
de la feuille à laquelle il appartiendra. Cette inscription faite en plus gros 
caractère aura la forme =F.8=P.15= Cette indication sera suivie de celle de la 
nature des dépêches, sous la forme DP, DP, DM, ou DS; pour dépêches privées 
ordinaires, dépêches réponses, dépêches mandat ou dépêches de service. 
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the armies. The situation became worse with the move of the Delegation to 
Bordeaux and, although a contingent of Mame staff had been transferred with 
the Delegation, the backlog demanded the use of other printers: Lanefranque 
and Metreau at Bordeaux and Sirven at Toulouse. Still the printing bottleneck 
was not cleared and 18 pages had to be written out in manuscript. Towards the 
end of January the service had regained control and was geared to the demand 
of the public. On 14th January, the cost of a private message was reduced to 
20 centimes per word.
Whilst the Delegation had taken the initiative in opening the service to the 




to that started by the Delegation that it never had a separate existence. The two 
others were acceptable to the Delegation which authorised them in its own 
decree on 25th November. The second facility permitted the transmission of 
postal orders with a maximum value of 300 francs each subject to a supple-
mentary fee of 3 francs; during its currency 1,370 orders to a total value of 
190,000 francs were sent by pigeon. The third facility was the use of dépêches 
réponses. The method of operation was announced to the public inside and 
outside Paris in a special supplement to No. 7 of the Gazette des Absents (one 
of the miniature newspapers published for carriage out of Paris by balloon) 
and again in No. 8. In a letter written in Paris and addressed outside, a Cor-
respondent could ask four questions, each capable of being answered 'yes' or 
'no'. With the letter would go a card purchased at a post office for the price 
of the 5 centimes postage stamp affixed to it. The recipient of the letter then 
entered in four columns his answers as oui or non on the card, taking care to 
get the order right, affixed a 1 franc postage stamp to the card, and sent it to 
the designated post office. Since this facility was introduced contemporarily 
with the appearance of Dagron, the authorities in Paris designated Clermont 
Ferrand as the destination of the completed card, but, in the event, it was to 
Tours, and later to Bordeaux, that Dagron - and the cards - went. The message, 
consisting of the address, the oui's and non's transcribed as o's and n's, and the 
replier's name, was included in a page among messages in clear language, and 
the whole photographed and, in due course, formed part of a despatch. Once 
the content of a card had been set up in type, the card was, in theory, destroyed 
but, in fact, a few escaped and are still in existence, although most apparently 
used cards that are exhibited are forgeries. There were about 30,000 messages 
so abridged, representing about one-quarter of all the private messages.
Also included in the private despatches were messages under the heading 'Ser-
vices et Autorisations' which were intended to be official messages not suffi-
ciently important to warrant their inclusion in an official despatch but enough 
to demand a priority of treatment on their arrival in Paris. There were many 
abuses and numerous messages which were so sent were personal messages 
from officials with access to the service. Dagron himself sent many messages 
on behalf of others; these can be recognised by the real sender's name being 
followed by that of Dagron.
 
Fig 11. Private despatches. the first (on photographic paper); 3 x 3 pages in manuscript; The first 
microfilm; Headed by page numbers 311 & 326.
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lar terms arrived addressed to the Editor of Figaro. These messages were tied 
to the pigeons with ordinary thread, whereas the French always used waxed 
thread: further evidence of the attempt at deception. The conclusion that the 





prompted Steenackers and de Lafollye to propose the extension of the service 
to the public. On 4th November, there was a decree that the Delegation
"Considérant que depuis l'investissement de Paris, il a été établi par les soins 
du double service des Télégraphes et des Postes, au moyen de ballons par-
tant de Paris et de pigeon-voyageurs partant de Tours, un échange special 
de correspondances, destiné à suppléer, entre Tours et Paris, aux moyens de 
correspondance ordinaire momentanément suspendus; Considérant que cet 
échange, jusqu'à présent réservé aux communications du Gouvernement, se 
trouve aujourd'hui suffisamment assuré pour qu'il soit possible d'en faire prof-
iter les particuliers pour leurs relations avec la Capitale, sans en garantir 
cependant la parfaite régularité; Considérant, toutefois, que ce mode extraor-
dinaire de correspondance, d'ailleurs coûteux, n'offre encore que des facilités 
très restreintes, et que les exigences de la défense nationale ne permettent 
d'en accorder l'usage public que dans d'étroites limites et à conditions de taxe 
relativement élevées sur la proposition du Directeur général des Télégraphes 
et des Postes, Décrète
Art. 1er Il est permis à toute personne residant sur le territoire de la République 
de correspondre avec Paris par les Pigeons-voyageurs de l'Administration des 
Télégraphes et des Postes, moyennant une taxe de cinquante centimes (0.50c) 
par mot à percevoir au départ et dans les limites qui seront determinées par 
des arrêtés du Directeur général de cette Administration.
Art. 2 Les télégrammes destinés a cette transmission spéciale seront reçus dans 
les bureaux de Télégraphe et de Poste qui seront désignés par l'Administration 
et transmis au point de départ des pigeons-voyageurs par la Poste, ou par le 
Télégraphe lorsque les exigences du service général le permettront.
Il ne sera perçu aucune taxe complémentaire à raison de la transmission post-
ale ou télégraphique, ni à raison de la distribution des télégrammes à domi-
cile à Paris.
Art. 3 L'Etat ne sera soumis à aucune responsabilité à raison de ce service 
spécial. La taxe perçue ne sera remboursée dans aucun cas.
Art. 4 Le Directeur général des Télégraphes et des Postes est chargé de 
l'éxécution du present décret."
On the same day, Steenackers issued his regulations:
"...
Art. 2 Ces dépêches devront être rédigées en français, en langage clair et in-
telligible, sans aucun chiffre ou signe conventionnel. Elles ne devront contenir 
que des communications d'intéret privé, à l'exclusion absolue de tout rensei-
gnement ou appréciation de politique ou de guerre.
Art. 3 Le nombre maximum des mots de chaque depeche est fixé à vingt.
Les expressions réunies par un trait d'union ou separées par une apostrophe 
seront comptées pour le nombre de mots servant à les former.
Par exception, dans l'adresse, la désignation du destinataire, celle du lieu et 
du domicile, ne compteront chacune que pour un seul mot, bien que formées 
d'expressions composées. Il en sera de même de la signature de l'expediteur.
Toute lettre isolée comptera pour un mot.
Les nombres devront être écrits en toutes lettres et seront comptés d'après la 
règle ci-dessus.
...
Art 6 Les bureaux, soit de Télégraphe, soit de Poste, réuniront sous une même 
enveloppe, toutes les dépêches qu'ils auront reçues dans la journée et les 
adresseront au Directeur général des Télégraphes et des Postes à Tours, avec 
la mention spéciale "pigeons-voyageurs" inscrite au coin supérieur droit de 
l'enveloppe.
...
Art. 11 Les dispositions du present arrêté sont applicables à partir du 8 de ce 
mois."





parfaite sante. Aussi tous les miens - Paul." Soon the service was inundated. 
Mame could not cope with the printing and had to be assisted by Joliot, and, 
even then, soldiers who were skilled in typesetting had to be recalled from 
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Fig 10. Official despatches on photographic paper.
It is not possible accurately to ascertain the number of despatches sent before 





Postal copy of de Lafollye's book. At the beginning of November, a second 
series of despatches was begun and the despatches were thereafter numbered, 
sometimes using recto and verso to denote each side of those printed on both 
sides of the paper. Despatch No. 8 of this series contains a message dated 
10th November from Steenackers to Mercadier "La tournente de ces jours 











from Simon, who had been sent to Bordeaux to convert the Delegation to an 
acceptance of the terms of the armistice, reporting that the Delegation had 
decreed (as recorded in Despatch No. 46) the exclusion from the new Assem-
blée Nationale of all who had held office under Napoleon III, a political move 
which foreshadowed the further tragedy about to descend on France with the 
civil war between the Commune of Paris and the Government at Versailles.
Before leaving the official despatches, it is appropriate to mention two bogus 
official despatches sent by the Prussians. When the Daguerre fell inside the 
enemy lines on 12th November, 6 pigeons were saved from the Prussians and 
used to notify Paris of the loss of the balloon. The remaining pigeons were 
caught by the Prussians who later released 6 of them with messages calculated 
to dismay Paris. One message was: "Rouen 7 décembre. A gouvernement Paris 
- Rouen occupé par Prussiens, qui marchent sur Cherbourg. Population rurale 
les acclame; délibérez. Orléans repris par ces diables. Bourges et Tours mena-
cés. Armée de la Loire complètement défaite. Resistance n'offre plus aucune 
chance de salut. A. Lavertujon." The pigeons reached Paris on 9th December 
going to the loft of Nobécourt, whose father carried the message to Rampont. 
The fraud was apparent; it was known that Nobécourt had been captured and 
Lavertujon, a French official, was actually in Paris. Another message in simi
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September which reached Paris on 1st October (Figs 8 and 9). These mes-











Fig 8. Official despatch in manuscript on thin paper carried by a pigeon.
 
Fig 9. Official despatch in manuscript on thin paper carried by pigeon.
With the advent of photographic methods, the number of messages that could 







in the middle of November which laid down the uniform and insignia of work-
ers on the telegraph lines (in order that the workers should be protected against 
accusations by the Prussians that they were francs-tireurs). There were many 
trivial messages which contrast strongly with the importance of the ministe-
rial messages for which the service had been intended as a reliable means of 
communication between the Delegation and the Government in Paris. In a 
message of 24th October, the numerical part is followed by 'Je vous prie de 
faire tous vos efforts pour arriver me faire connaître l'opinion du gouverne-
ment sur la presente dépêche - Leon Gambetta!' The service also provided a 
means of informing Paris what was happening outside Paris and the Govern-
ment released to the Paris newspapers whatever news it thought appropriate 
to publish. There was Gambetta's proclamation of 31st October to the French 
people in which the fall of Metz was announced and Marshal Bazaine declared 
a traitor. This proclamation was written in manuscript even though a week ear-
lier a despatch had contained in letterpress extracts from the Moniteur. In fact, 
the greater part of all the official despatches was in manuscript; messages in 
manuscript could be produced more quickly than in letterpress and, in theory 
at least, official despatches were urgent.
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Fig 10. Official despatches on photographic paper.
It is not possible accurately to ascertain the number of despatches sent before 





Postal copy of de Lafollye's book. At the beginning of November, a second 
series of despatches was begun and the despatches were thereafter numbered, 
sometimes using recto and verso to denote each side of those printed on both 
sides of the paper. Despatch No. 8 of this series contains a message dated 
10th November from Steenackers to Mercadier "La tournente de ces jours 











from Simon, who had been sent to Bordeaux to convert the Delegation to an 
acceptance of the terms of the armistice, reporting that the Delegation had 
decreed (as recorded in Despatch No. 46) the exclusion from the new Assem-
blée Nationale of all who had held office under Napoleon III, a political move 
which foreshadowed the further tragedy about to descend on France with the 
civil war between the Commune of Paris and the Government at Versailles.
Before leaving the official despatches, it is appropriate to mention two bogus 
official despatches sent by the Prussians. When the Daguerre fell inside the 
enemy lines on 12th November, 6 pigeons were saved from the Prussians and 
used to notify Paris of the loss of the balloon. The remaining pigeons were 
caught by the Prussians who later released 6 of them with messages calculated 
to dismay Paris. One message was: "Rouen 7 décembre. A gouvernement Paris 
- Rouen occupé par Prussiens, qui marchent sur Cherbourg. Population rurale 
les acclame; délibérez. Orléans repris par ces diables. Bourges et Tours mena-
cés. Armée de la Loire complètement défaite. Resistance n'offre plus aucune 
chance de salut. A. Lavertujon." The pigeons reached Paris on 9th December 
going to the loft of Nobécourt, whose father carried the message to Rampont. 
The fraud was apparent; it was known that Nobécourt had been captured and 
Lavertujon, a French official, was actually in Paris. Another message in simi
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September which reached Paris on 1st October (Figs 8 and 9). These mes-











Fig 8. Official despatch in manuscript on thin paper carried by a pigeon.
 
Fig 9. Official despatch in manuscript on thin paper carried by pigeon.
With the advent of photographic methods, the number of messages that could 







in the middle of November which laid down the uniform and insignia of work-
ers on the telegraph lines (in order that the workers should be protected against 
accusations by the Prussians that they were francs-tireurs). There were many 
trivial messages which contrast strongly with the importance of the ministe-
rial messages for which the service had been intended as a reliable means of 
communication between the Delegation and the Government in Paris. In a 
message of 24th October, the numerical part is followed by 'Je vous prie de 
faire tous vos efforts pour arriver me faire connaître l'opinion du gouverne-
ment sur la presente dépêche - Leon Gambetta!' The service also provided a 
means of informing Paris what was happening outside Paris and the Govern-
ment released to the Paris newspapers whatever news it thought appropriate 
to publish. There was Gambetta's proclamation of 31st October to the French 
people in which the fall of Metz was announced and Marshal Bazaine declared 
a traitor. This proclamation was written in manuscript even though a week ear-
lier a despatch had contained in letterpress extracts from the Moniteur. In fact, 
the greater part of all the official despatches was in manuscript; messages in 
manuscript could be produced more quickly than in letterpress and, in theory 
at least, official despatches were urgent.
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photographic paper or on film. It is highly improbable that any despatch, and 
particularly one on microfilm, now in private hands was ever carried by a pi-
geon. Remembering their delicacy and the handling they would receive before 
and during their projection at the Central Telegraph Office, the originals were 
probably so damaged that it is unlikely that any survived. But, as will be re-
called, it was possible to make numerous copies, some of which were sent off 
by pigeons both of the same and succeeding launches. The remaining copies 
were retained by de Lafollye and many were bound together as a collection in 
a book published by Mame, with a foreword by de Lafollye again dated Febru-
ary 1871 and with an introductory note:
 
Fig 7. Official despatch written on sheet of card to be photographed.
"Le recueil suivant contient, à l'exception des dépêches manuscrites et des 
premières épreuves photographiées et en petit nombre qui n'ont pas été con-
servées, toutes les communications officielles et privées adressées à Paris, 
pendant le siège, par pigeons voyageurs. Les numéros manquant dans la deux-
ième serie sont ceux de quelques dépêches manuscrites ajoutées aux envois au 
moment du depart des courriers. Ce recueil, qui n'est tiré qu'a un très-petit 
nombre d'exemplaires numerotés, est exclusivement destiné aux Archives, à 
la Bibliothèque nationale, et à quelques établissements du même genre. Cette 
publication restreinte à d'autant moins d'inconvenient qu'une très-grande 
quantité de ces dépêches ont été dispersées en France par les nombreux mes-
sagers qui les portaient, et qui se sont égarées sans jamais arriver a Paris: 
tandis qu'elle pourra avoir un notable intérêt pour l'étude de l'histoire con-
temporaire de notre pays...
...DE LAFOLLYE"
Copies of this book are still extant, one in the Musée Postal and others in pri-
vate hands, but the rest have probably been broken down and the pigeongrams 
they contained disposed of separately. The copy in the Musée Postal is in its 
original binding and appears to be just as it was when it was first published. 
Nevertheless, there are missing more despatches than would appear from 
de Lafollye's note. In particular, several of the numbered official despatches 
comprised more than one sheet but de Lafollye included only the first sheet; 
private messages subsequent to the last in his book may have been sent by 
pigeon; and he omitted the composite private despatches, made up of previ-
ous messages which either had never reached Paris or had become distorted 
or illegible in transit. These last are unevenly assembled as distinct from the 
uniformly assembled duplicates which are in the book. The foreword to the 
book later became de Lafollye's formal report and is repeated, together with 
a detailed account by Blay of the releases of pigeons for their return flights to 
Paris in "Les Télégraphes et Les Postes 1870-71" published in 1883 by Steen-






the archives of the French Army and commence with the despatch of 27th 
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December which passed through Bordeaux on 9th December and did not reach 
Paris until 5th February (Fig 6). The popular impression that it was an instan-
taneous service is false; what really occurred was that the first private mes-
sages got to their destinations fairly quickly, but with the increasing volume 
of traffic during and after November and the deterioration of the weather from 
mid-December, from handing in to delivery could easily span two months. 
There were exceptions: Dagron himself records that he was running short of 
photographic materials in mid-January; he sent on 18th January a message to 
Paris asking for fresh supplies, the message reached Paris on 20th January, 
the supplies were flown out by balloon (probably the Général Daumesnil) and 
reached Bordeaux on 27th January. Such a performance was rare.
 
 
Fig 5. Letterpress (2nd series, page 107) of message handed in at Pontarlier, 2nd December 
1870.
 
Fig 6. Message form Pontarlier delivered by telegram in Paris on 5th February 1871, showing 
page 107 in top left hand corner.
The despatches
The content of nearly every despatch, official and private, which was photo-
graphed is known today. As has already been said, the letterpress of each set 
of private despatches was used to provide a permanent printed record and a 
total of 580 pages were bound together in six volumes, a set of which is in 
the Musée Postal. A foreword dated 3rd February 1871 by de Lafollye gives 
a succinct account of the service even though it is a partisan statement which 
puts the name of de Lafollye in print larger than that used for the name of Da-
gron. In a footnote to this foreword, it is stated that a formal report would be 
prepared by Feillet, the professional historian, but tragedy intervened. At the 
end of February, Feillet carried a complete set of the documents relating to the 
pigeon post and to other war-time postal services to his house at Neuilly. Dur-
ing the fighting at the time of the Commune between March and May 1871 the 
house was shelled and, with its contents, totally destroyed. Feillet died a year 
later, reputedly of a broken heart. The official messages survive in the Report 
of an Enquiry by the Assemblée Nationale "Enquête sur les actes du gou-
vernement de la défense nationale" published twice, once in 1875 and again in 
1876. For many of the later official despatches, the original sheets of card on 
which the messages were written in manuscript and then photographed have 
also survived and are in the Musée Postal; Fig 7 is a modern photograph of a 
convenient size of one such sheet. A further source of information on the con-
tent of the despatches comes from their microphotography whether on 
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who, whilst paying tribute to their excellence, continued to object to the fee 
Dagron was demanding. A new contract was negotiated in which the original 
15 francs per 1000 characters was recognised as equivalent to 180 francs per 
page of letter-press, which was retrospectively reduced to 150 francs payable 
for work done in December, to 90 francs for work to be done in the first half of 
January, and to 60 francs for work done thereafter. Even so, it was calculated 
that Dagron received a total payment of 52,000 francs of which one-tenth went 
to Fernique. This was much more than would have cost a service such as was 
being provided by Blaise, but, whilst Blaise contained a page of letter-press in 
about 37 by 23 mm, Dagron put the same information in about 11 by 6 mm, a 
better than three-fold improvement in lineal measure.
 
Fig 4. Order by De Lafollye on Dagron for microfilms.
The carriage of despatches
The pigeons carried two kinds of despatch: official and private, both of which 
are later described in detail. As has already been mentioned, the service was 
put into operation for the transmission of information from the Delegation to 
Paris and was opened to the public in early November. The private despatches 
were sent only when an official despatch was being sent, since the latter would 
have absolute priority. However, the introduction of the Dagron microfilms 




ones. In order to improve the chances of the despatches successfully reaching 
Paris, the same despatch was sent by several pigeons, one official despatch was 
repeated 35 times and the later private despatches were repeated on average 22 
times. The records show that from 7th January to the end, 61 tubes were sent 
off, containing 246 official and 671 private despatches. The practice was to 
send off the despatches not only by pigeons of the same release but also of suc-
cessive releases until Paris signalled the arrival of those despatches. When the 
pigeon reached its particular loft in Paris, its arrival was announced by a bell 
in the trap in the loft. Immediately, a watchman relieved it of its tube which 
was taken to the Central Telegraph Office where the content was carefully 
unpacked and placed between two thin sheets of glass. The photographs are 
said to have been projected by magic lantern on to a screen where the enlarge-
ment could be easily read and written down by a team of clerks. This should 
certainly be true for the microfilms but the earlier despatches on photographic 
paper were read through microscopes. The transcribed messages were written 
out on forms (telegraph forms for private messages, with or without the spe-
cial annotation "pigeon") and so delivered. The interval between sending a pri-
vate message and its receipt by the addressee depended on many factors: the 
density of telegraphic traffic to and from the sender's town, the time taken to 
register the message, to pass it to the printers where it was assembled with its 
3000 companions into a single page and then to assemble the pages into nines 
or twelves or sixteens. De Lafollye observed that these stages rarely took less 
than a fortnight and only then could photography begin. It was then necessary 
to wait for a pigeon launch and final success hinged upon a safe arrival of a 
pigeon in Paris. There was one message handed in at Blois on 14th November, 
passing through Tours the same day and reaching Paris on 26th November. 
But there was also a message (Fig 5) handed in at Pontarlier on 2nd 
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was de Lafollye, Inspecteur des lignes télégraphiques in the department of 
Indre et Loire, an amateur photographer himself, and assisted by Blaise, a pro-
fessional photographer of Tours. The messages were written, still by hand, but 
in big characters on large sheets of card which were pinned side by side and 
photographically reduced. The prints were on photographic paper and varied 
in size, but with one side not significantly exceeding 40 mm to permit inser-
tion in the quill; there were minor differences depending on the way in which 
a particular print was trimmed. A further improvement occurred when Blaise 





moved there. Yet another improvement was the introduction of letter-press as 
a partial replacement of manuscript. Blaise had inserted in his earlier photo-
graphs extracts from the Moniteur, printed by the Mame company at Tours, 
which served as the official newspaper of the Delegation. It was noticeable 
how much clearer in the reduced size letter-press was, compared with manu-
script, and, when, later, the service was opened to the public, it was intended 
that all private messages should be in letter-press. The full-scale message was 
printed on one side only of paper for its eventual photography but, at the same 
time, copies were made for record purposes, being printed on both sides of the 
paper; a set of these records is in the Musée Postal. The service flourished and 
the demands of the public nearly overwhelmed it by the quantity of messages 
that were handed in for transmission. De Lafollye was extremely proud of its 
success and foresaw further triumphs. He was unaware that in Paris the Gov-
ernment was negotiating for a competitive - and better - system.
At the Exposition Universelle of 1867 in Paris, a photographer, Dagron, had 
demonstrated a remarkable standard of microphotography which he had de-
scribed in "Traite de Photographie Microscopique" published in Paris in 1864. 
He now proposed to Rampont that his process should be applied to pigeon 
messages and a contract was concluded on 11th November. By the terms of 
this contract, Dagron was to receive 15 francs for every 1000 characters he 
photographed; not only was he to be paid so generously but a clause signed 
by Picard himself declared "M. Dagron a le titre de chef de service des cor-
respondences postales photomicroscopiques. Il relève directement du Direc-
teur Général des Postes." It must be remembered that at this time micropho-
tographs produced by Blaise and of a good standard were already reaching 
Paris but Rampont could not miss an opportunity of challenging Steenackers. 
Dagron was instructed to operate at Clermont Ferrand, thereby underlining 
his independence of any organisation at Tours. Arrangements were made for 





of 3,000 francs for life. They departed on 12th November in the appropriately 
named balloons Niepce and Daguerre, but the latter, with the equipment and 
pigeons in it, was shot down, fell within the Prussian lines and was lost. The 




Steenackers refused to recognise the authority coming from Rampont and told 
Fernique to keep away from the pigeon service with the threat of a court-
martial and being shot if he disobeyed. On 21st November, Dagron reached 
Tours, the provincial authorities having been ordered to send him there and not 
to allow him to go to Clermont Ferrand. He too saw Gambetta and Steenackers 
and it took eight days to work out a compromise. Dagron and his companions 
were to serve under de Lafollye, using Dagron's superior technique, if it were 
found to be practical, and the financial conditions of his contract were to be 
reviewed. Shorn of his equipment and finding unsatisfactory replacements at 
Tours, Dagron failed to achieve what he had promised by way of what de La-
follye described as images "prenant le nom du point", in other words: micro-
dots. Dagron had sought to reproduce a page of the Moniteur in 1 sq mm; to do 
so required laboratory equipment and processes and these were unobtainable 
at Tours. He therefore lowered his sights and settled for the level of micro-
photography which was subsequently used. By 4th December he was able to 
offer results to Steenackers who praised but was not fully satisfied. Dagron fi-
nally attained success on 11th December, but by that time, the Delegation was 




about 0.05 gm and a pigeon would carry up to 20 of them. All his products 
were ordered by (Fig 4) and subject to the inspection of de Lafollye, 







and Van Roosebeke claiming that two of their pigeons had made three or four 
journeys each, and Derouard claiming that one of his had made six journeys. 
One of Cassiers' pigeons was, since it had been carried with Gambetta in the 




cover of this book.
 Fig 3. Medals commemorating arrivals of pigeons in Paris.
The service was formally terminated on 1st February 1871 by Steenackers 
"en raison des conventions qui rétablissent les communications par lettres ou-
vertes transitant par Versailles pendant la durée de l'armistice." In fact, the last 
pigeons were released on 1st and 3rd February.
If, on 59 occasions, pigeons did bring despatches into Paris and if several made 
repeated journeys then the successful operations must have been performed by 
about 50 birds only. These 50 pigeons served France well; they carried official 
despatches of great importance as well as an estimated 95,000 private mes-
sages which went far to keep up the morale of the besieged Parisians. The pub-
lic regarded them with affection, purchasing the commemorative medals and 
later subscribing to the monument that has just been described. The French 
government was less emotional. During 1871, those whose pigeons had been 





were purchased by an enthusiast for 26 francs. At this period, there were about 
25 francs to the £ sterling, i.e. one franc was worth just under 5p.
The very last pigeon to complete its return to Paris must, if La Perre de Roo 
can be believed, have been one from Niepce captured in November 1870 by 
the Prussians and which was presented to Prince Frederick Charles of Prussia, 
the commander of the Second Army. He sent it home to his mother Princess 
Charles of Prussia who placed it in the royal pigeon cote. Two years later, tired 
of its Prussian lodging, it escaped and flew back to Paris.
The photographic reproduction of messages
The first pigeons each carried a single despatch which was tightly rolled and 
tied with a thread, and then attached to a tail feather of the pigeon, care being 
taken to avoid old feathers which the bird might lose when in moult. From 
19th October, the despatch was protected by being inserted in the quill of a 
goose or crow, and it was the quill which was then attached to the tail feath-
er. Although a pigeon could have carried more, the maximum weight it was 
asked to carry was about 1 gm, and, as the service developed, the aim was to 
get the greatest possible number of messages inside this weight. Initially, the 
messages were written out by hand in small characters on very thin paper, a 
traditional but laborious method which had the danger of the messages being 
distorted and incorrectly read.
A great step forward was taken in early October from the idea of Barreswil 
(or Barreswill) a chemist of Tours who had been the co-author in 1854 with 
Davanne of "La chimie photographique". He proposed the application of pho-
tographic methods with prints of a much reduced size and of which an unlim-
ited number of copies could be taken. His death in late November robbed him 
of the satisfaction of seeing his proposals accepted and extensively applied. 
There was already at Tours an official organisation under Godeaux, chef du 
service de correspondences extraordinaires, who as an ex-protegé of Napoleon 
III was soon displaced by Feillet, a friend of Steenackers and normally a his-
tory teacher, who had found himself in the provinces cut off from Paris by the 
siege. Within this group, the officer directly charged with the pigeon service 
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Fig 2. Map showing where pigeons were released.
Blay reported the release of 248 pigeons whereas, according to Steenackers, 
302 were released. The various statements of the numbers of pigeons em-
ployed by the service are not consistent. Steenackers said 363 pigeons were 
brought safely out of Paris by balloon, of which 61 either were used by the 
aircrews to announce their landing or died or were unfit for a return flight 
to Paris, but, the Mangin brothers accounted for 407 pigeons leaving Paris 
by balloon. Taking the Mangins' total and deducting those lost to the service 
by balloons falling into Prussian hands or landing where it would be quite 
impracticable to transport the pigeons thence to Tours or Poitiers the num-
ber supplied in this way to Steenackers could not have exceeded 300. Thus, 
when Steenackers referred to 363 pigeons he must have been including those 
brought by land before 18th September. It is probable, therefore, that Steen-







in an extravagant fashion after the armistice. The severity of the weather can 
be judged by the fact that, of the last 61 pigeons released, only 3 ever reached 
Paris. Savelon has deduced the monthly statistics as:
Date   Released   Arrived










have been less trained and so less likely to return safely to Paris. It was there-
fore no mean achievement that, on 59 occasions, they did succeed in getting 
back to their lofts. Their achievement was commemorated in the monument 
by Bartholdi and Rubin at the Porte des Ternes in Paris which was unveiled 
on 28th January 1906 and melted down by the Germans in 1944; around the 
central representation of a balloon were four pedestals each bearing a pair of 
bronze pigeons. An earlier tribute was paid by the striking of medals (Fig 3) 
including the set listed in Table I. Table II tabulates the numbers of pigeons 
carried out of Paris by the balloons, those released by Blay, the arrival dates 
given by this set of medals, the arrival dates as collated by Savelon (who has 
commented that his dates may be varied by up to two days), and the arrival 
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tober by Cassiers with 23 or 24 in the Vauban. Derouard remained in Paris to 
continue the recruitment of pigeons (Fig 1) and to organise their reception on 






Fig 1. Derouard's authority to recruit pigeons.
During the course of the siege, pigeons were regularly taken out of Paris by 
balloon. Initially, the pigeons carried by a balloon were released as soon as the 
balloon landed so that Paris could be apprised of its safe passage above the 
Prussian lines. This was on Rampont's instructions but Steenackers issued a 
counter-order, arguing that the pigeons would serve a better purpose by car-
rying official messages from the Delegation and soon a regular service was in 
operation, based first at Tours and later, when the Delegation had moved to 
Bordeaux, at Poitiers. The pigeons were taken to their base after their arrival 
from Paris and when they had preened themselves, been fed and rested, they 
were ready for the return journey. Tours lies some 200 km from Paris and Poit-
iers some 300 km (distances as the crow - or pigeon - flies); to reduce the flight 
distance the pigeons were taken by train as far forward towards Paris as was 
safe from Prussian intervention. Before release, they were loaded with their 
despatches. The first despatch was dated 27th September and reached Paris on 
1st October, but it was only from 16th October, when an official control was 
introduced, that a complete record was kept by Blay, a cousin of Steenackers, 
charged with the task of launching the pigeons on their return flight. At the 
launching he was assisted by one or more of the officers of L'Espérance who 
had come out of Paris by balloon. The party wore uniform, partly to permit an 
easier movement in the French military areas and partly to establish their bel-
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Seine was located and cut on 27th September. Although a number of postmen 
succeeded in passing through the Prussian lines in the earliest days of the siege, 






not one of these balls was recovered during the siege. As was later said "Pas 
qu'une souris pût franchir les lignes prussiennes sans être vue." The Prussians 
did permit authorised emissaries from Tours and Bordeaux to pass into Paris 
during peace negotiations but they were forbidden to bring in private letters. 
Foreign legations continued to receive and send out diplomatic bags but al-
ways under strict Prussian supervision, although the American Embassy, with 
Washburne as Minister, was permitted to use sealed bags. Millions of letters 
were carried outwards from Paris by balloon but free balloons could not offer 
a reliable means of inwards communication since they were at the mercy of 
the wind and could not be directed to a pre-determined destination. The only 
balloon which made even a start of a return flight to Paris was the Jean Bart 1 
which left Rouen on 7th November but, after a first hop which took it 20 km 
towards Paris, the wind changed and further attempts were abandoned. During 
January 1871, a fleet of free balloons was being assembled at Lille but the ar-
mistice prevented it being put into operation. Self-propelled dirigible balloons 
were then in their infancy and whilst, on 9th January, the Duquesne, fitted with 
two propellers, left Paris bound for Besancon and Switzerland, it got only as 
far as Reims. For an assured communication into Paris, the only successful 
method was by the time-honoured carrier-pigeon, and thousands of messages, 
official and private, were thus taken into the besieged city.
The organisation of the pigeon service
The honour of being the first advocate of the pigeon service has several claim-
ants. La Perre de Roo wrote to Napoleon III's Minister of War Count Palikao 
on 2nd September 1870 suggesting that all pigeons then in Paris should be 
sent away to be ready to bring messages back into Paris, and that pigeons 
should be brought into Paris from the North of France to be ready to carry 
messages out of Paris. Palikao fell with the Second Empire and no govern-
ment action emerged from this proposal but about 1000 pigeons were pri-
vately transferred to Paris from the area around Lille, Tourcoing, and Roubaix. 
The Parisian pigeon-fanciers' club L'Espérance approached the new govern-
ment but its president, Cassiers, met only derision from an officier on Trochu's 
staff. Its secretary, Derouard, later said that its treasurer, Traclet, was the one 
who really succeeded in attracting serious official interest but the more influ-
ential Parisian lawyer Ségalas had already reached the higher levels of the 




what was being done, saying that he would have suggested it himself. The loft 
was erected, but it could only have served as a staging post for pigeons being 
taken out of Paris and not one to which they would return since there would 
have been no opportunity to train pigeons to operate from it.
The first pigeons to leave Paris went with Ségalas who accompanied Steen-
ackers to Tours on 10th September, and the collection of pigeons began in 
Paris. On 15th September, an official message from Paris to Tours reported "la 
famille Ségalas augmente" showing that in official circles Ségalas was being 
credited as the originator of the service. The recruitment and organisation of 
the pigeons were entrusted to L'Espérance. There was in Paris a limited num-
ber of homing pigeons; at that time, pigeon racing attracted far less interest 
there than in the northern areas of France which were adjacent to Belgium, the 
real home of pigeon racing. There were a few enthusiasts who had well trained 
birds but the majority of the birds that were recruited had not had a complete 
training. Each racing pigeon would have carried, imprinted on its wing, its 
owner's name and a serial number and this identification was used in the of-
ficial register. The principal supplier of pigeons was Cassiers himself; of the 
52 pigeons from his loft at 92, boulevard Montparnasse, only 2 survived the 
war. On 18th September, Cassiers, Derouard, and Traclet arrived at the Gare 
Montparnasse with 108 pigeons which they loaded on to a train but the sta-
tionmaster refused to let them depart without Gambetta's authority, suspecting 
that they might be spies. They had to unload the pigeons and, by the time they 
had received the correct papers, the last train had gone and the Prussians had 
cut the railway lines out of Paris.
Van Roosebeke, the vice-president of L'Espérance, suggested that pigeons 












The purpose of this study is to describe the pigeon post which was in opera-
tion while Paris was besieged during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871. 
Both the siege and the war have been the subjects of a vast literature which is 
said to exceed that of any other historical event, and to which is referred those 
who wish to read of the wider scene. In the present and narrower context, it 
is sufficient to recall that barely six weeks after the outbreak of hostilities, the 
Emperor Napoleon III and the French Army of Chalons surrendered at Sedan 
on 2nd September 1870. There were two immediate consequences: the fall of 
the Second Empire and the swift Prussian advance on Paris. Within days of 
the proclamation on 4th September of the Third Republic, it became evident 
to the newly formed Government of National Defence under the presidency of 
General Trochu that Paris was in dire peril and, on 12th September, a Delega-
tion of the government was established at Tours under Isaac Crémieux, com-
prising representatives of the ministries in Paris. Among these representatives 
was Steenackers, Directeur- Général des Télégraphes since 4th September, 
who was to act both in his own right and as agent for Rampont, Directeur-
Général des Postes, who remained in Paris. The double function resulted from 
the then separation of the Postes and the Telegraphes. Steenackers, born in 
Belgium in 1831, had become a naturalised French citizen in 1869 and was 
one of the deputies from the Haute-Marne in the Corps Legislatif, the lower 
house of the parliament of the Second Empire; he had played a prominent part 
in the expulsion of the Bonapartists. The authorities gave much thought to 
the maintenance of communications between Tours and Paris should the lat-
ter be besieged and a telegraph cable was hastily procured from England and 
secretly laid along the bed of the Seine between Paris and Rouen. As a further 
precaution, Steenackers took with him to Tours a number of carrier-pigeons. 
By 20th September, the Prussians had encircled Paris and had cut the normal 
channels of communications. Thereafter, the government of France and the 
conduct of the war fell increasingly to the Delegation, reinforced by the ar-
rival of Gambetta, Minister of War and of the Interior, who had left Paris by 
the balloon Armand Barbès on 7th October. A rivalry between the Government 
and the Delegation grew steadily, with Favre, Minister of Foreign Affairs in 
Paris, seeking an accommodation with the Prussians and with Gambetta striv-
ing to organise their military defeat. This rivalry extended to the Postes and 
the Télégraphes. Rampont had been nominated to his post on 12th September, 
some days after the appointment of Steenackers who had little time for him; 
he never named him as the addressee of any of his messages, directing them 
instead to Mercadier, his own subordinate as Directeur des Télégraphes in 




longtemps prévue de réunir dans la main ferme de Steenackers les deux ad-
ministrations. Nous avons nommé Steenackers directeur-général des lignes et 
des postes. Avisez Rampont devenu impuissant et prévenez Picard afin que 
Steenackers ait tout pouvoir necessaire." In his new appointment, which dated 
from 12th October (although Gambetta's report did not reach Paris until 18th 
November), Steenackers promulgated regulations independently of Rampont 





10th December the Delegation moved to Bordeaux where it remained until 
just after the armistice of 28th January 1871, concluded by Favre to the great 
chagrin of Gambetta who resigned on 6th February. In the general election 
of 8th February Steenackers failed to obtain a seat in the new Assemblée Na-
tionale and on 20th February he resigned his post of Directeur-Général des 
Télégraphes (and des Postes, if he was in fact still that). His rival Rampont, 
remained Directeur-Général des Postes until August 1873.
Communication between besieged Paris and the rest of France
As had been expected, the normal channels of communication into and out 
of Paris were interrupted during the four-and-a-half months of the siege, and, 
indeed, it was not until the middle of February 1871 that the Prussians relaxed 
their control of the postal and telegraph services. With the encirclement of 
the city on 18th September, the last overhead telegraph wires were cut on the 
morning of 19th September, and the secret telegraph cable in the bed of the 
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mainly directed at the balloon post, occasionally at the boules de Moulins. 





and then of releasing the pigeons within range of the Prussian troops, the pho-
tographers with their remarkable technology. At the centenary of the siege of 
Paris, it is appropriate that there should be a better recognition of their perfor-
mance. This account is based largely on the earlier literature and owes much 
to the libraries of the Assemblée Nationale and the Aero Club in Paris and 
to the records of the Post Office in London. Appreciation is most gratefully 
acknowledged of the advice of Mr. C. A. E. Osman of "The Racing Pigeon" 
on the handling and capabilities of pigeons. But this book could not have been 
prepared without the warm co-operation and assistance of the Musée Postal in 
Paris, and it is sincerely dedicated to that museum, to its Conservateur, Mon-
sieur Georges Rigol, and to his staff.
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